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To (72 it 707, it in City concern:
Be it known that I, WILLIAMSTANLEY, Jr.,
a citizen of the United States, residing in
Creat Bai'i'ingtoi), in the county of Berkshire
and State of Nassachusetts, have invented cer
tain new and useful Improvements in Induc
tion-Coils, of which the following is a speci

IO

4)

an elevation, partly in section, of an induction

('oil embodying the features of y invention.
Figs. 2 and 3 show a modification of the same.
Referring to the drawings, A represents an
allinular colve having its ends at C (t confront- 55
ing each other. The core is formed, as usual.
of soft iron, and may consist either of a single
piece of metal or of a bundle of separate wires
fication.
\ly invention relates to the construction of Ol' Strips, as found desirable. A plinary (oil.
induction-coils or inductoriums.
b', encircles this core, the terminals of which 6C
The object of the invention is to so construct are shown at e' and c'. The secondary coil b:
an induction-('oil that from a given weight of is shown in the lawings as stilelposed ill) on
inet:ll in the primary and Secondary ("onduct and exterior to the primary coil; but its situa
or's and in the core a higher electro-motive tion in reference thereto may be varied, as al
force will be developed than in the ordinary ready stated. Its terminals are show 1) at e” 65
forms, ald the consequent eficiency of elec and e'. The ends of the core may be left free;
tric col Version per unit of weight of apparatus }out preferably they are provided with non
will be increased; and a further object of the magnetic projections if f', through suitable
ii) Veition is to provide convenient means for holes in which (xtein (ls a two-way a (justing
modifying the electro-motive force developed screw, f. By means of this screw the proxim- 7o
ity of the two confronting ends of the ('ore may
ill the Secondary coils.
The invention ('onsists ill giving to the 'o'e be readily varied.
of the coils an annular form, the ends confront In Fig. 2 a slightly-modified form of oil is
ing each othel', but separated by a small space. shown, its core being somewhat rectangular in
The extent of this separation is rendered vari for in, having culved angles (f, if, g, and (f'. 75
allely lens of an adjusting-screw of non-mag The primary coill' is shown ill this instance as
hetic: ) material acting upon the respective ends. being Wound with alternate layers of the second
so as to callse the to approximate () recede ary coill'. The confronting ends of the core are
provided with non-magnetic pieces if andlf,
tion each other, as desired.
A special application ()f the invention is in and the adjusting-screw if extends through So
the case of inductoriums (employed in certain one piece, c', and bears against the other, c',
systems of electrical distribution for incantles the core being constructed so that its ends tend
cent electical lighting, in which intermittent to spring toward each other, while the screw
or alternating lectric: ' 'ents are transmitted serves to separate then), as required.
through the primary circuits of the coils, the Instead of adjusting the ends of the core to- 85
lamps being placed in the secondary circuits. ward and away from each other, a movable
The conversion of electro-motive force by means soft-iron piece, h, may be employed, as shown
of such coils is not only rendered more eco in Fig. 3. This may be moved away from or
nomical and practical by this invention, but by into greater proximity to the poles by meals
OO
varying the distance between the ends of the of: screw, it'.
as lily ill vention
core, and thus varying the electro-motive force I1.(laim
All induction-coil ol' inductoliuh) ('onsist
of the secondary, the intensity of the lights
may be easily and conveniently modified, and ing of pal'allel primary and secondary conduct
the billiancy of illumination in clifferent lamps Ol's, an iroll core. Within the same, forming an
may thus it: 'entered uniform. The primary approximately - closed magnetic circuit, and 95
and secondary coils unay be superposed one means for modifying or varying the magnetic
upon the other, or they may be wound parallel resistance of the closed magnetic it'? lit.
with each other, or their different layers may 2. All induction-coil or inductoliull rovid
ed with a core having its elucts confronting
alternate, according to circumstances.

In the accompanying drawings. Figure 1 is means for varying the distance of Said ends too
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from each other, and primary and secondary
scribed
my name this 19th day- of October, A.
D. 1885.

coils upon said core.

3. In combination with an induction - coil

- having the ends of its core confronting each
5 other, a non-magnetic device for adjusting the
distance of said ends from each other.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto sub-
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Witnesses:

WILLIAM STANLEY, JR.

DANL. W. EDGECOMB,

3HARLEs A. TERRY.
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